Optimization and validation of moving average quality control for the INR and aPTT coagulation tests
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Background: The analytical quality assurance of coagulation testing is complicated by the risk of applying non-commutable control materials and analytical drift related to reagent lot changes. Furthermore inherent to the practice of quality control measurements is its scheduled character. For all these reasons we aimed to optimize and validate moving average quality control (MA QC) procedures for the international normalized ratio (INR) and the activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) to enable real-time continuous quality control for these tests.

Methods: Six months of historical INR and aPTT results were used as training dataset. The online MA Generator application (www.huvaros.com) was used to enable MA QC visualization, optimization and validation. Optimal MA QC was selected based on the overall systematic error detection properties. Optimization focused only on the mean calculation since only this calculation algorithm was supported by the laboratory software used to operate MA QC.

Results: Several MA QC procedures with various truncation limits and batch sizes were studied to select optimal MA QC. For aPTT when studying MA QC, a 2 second shift in aPTT results was noticed, which was not or not in the same amount detected by standard internal QC measurement and a aPTT verification procedure consisting of a 20 sample comparison study respectively. Furthermore, when using the mean calculation for both INR and aPTT, truncation of higher results was required to enable detection of relevant error. Finally, MA QC procedures were obtained that enabled detection of a ≥15% systematic error within a median of 27 test results (range 1–88 results) for INR and 22 test results (range 1–67 results) for aPTT.

Conclusions: MA QC procedures were obtained for INR and aPTT with relevant systematic error detection performance. Furthermore, an otherwise undetected aPTT shift was detectable using MA QC.
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Introduction

The analytical quality assurance of coagulation testing is complicated by the risk of applying non-commutable control materials and analytical drift related to reagent lot changes. Furthermore inherent to the practice of quality control measurements is its scheduled character. For all these reasons we aimed to optimize and validate moving average quality control (MA QC) procedures for the international normalized ratio (INR) and the activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) to enable real-time continuous quality control for these tests.
Recently there has been a renewed interest in the application of patient based real-time quality control and more specifically moving average quality control (MA QC) (1,2). This has been triggered by new methods to study and optimize MA QC and resulted in new insights in the understanding of MA QC (3-5). Furthermore, in today's practice of short test turnaround times and readily availability of lab results to support acute care and clinical care pathways, there is an increasing demand for continuous QC.

The newly developed approaches to study MA QC use simulation methods that aim to mimic the MA QC error detection in a realistic manner and generally use the results needed for error detection as readout (3,4). One of these methods is available in the online MA Generator application. This application uses a training set of historical laboratory test results to study laboratory specific MA QC performance. Bias detection curves are used to optimize MA QC and MA validation charts are used to obtain a more thorough insight in the MA QC performance of the selected optimal MA QC procedure. Recently we have described an approach to design quality control plans that integrate internal QC and MA QC (6). In this approach MA QC is studied when internal QC was considered to allow insufficient quality assurance; when no (stable) controls were available, tests were known for their rapid onset of critical error, non-commutability issues associated with the control materials or assays with low sigma values (≤4). This study focused on chemistry, immunochemistry and hemocytometry tests. As a follow-up we used the same approach to investigate the application of MA QC to support the analytical quality assurance of coagulation testing. In the Netherlands Cancer Institute a limited panel of coagulation tests are offered. Since only the international normalized ration (INR) and activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) tests fulfilled the recently postulated requirements to be studied for MA QC, our research focused on optimization and implementation of MA QC for these two coagulation tests. We present the following article in accordance with the MDAR Reporting Checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/jlpm-19-104).

**Methods**

**INR and aPTT Data collection**

INR and aPTT results obtained from 1st January till the 30th of June 2019 were included in this study. INR and aPTT tests were run a Werfen ACL TOP 300 system. In our Cancer Clinic we do not have a thrombosis service and INR and aPTT tests are generally requested to support care of comorbidities, safely support (surgical) interventions and for emergency (bleeding) diagnostics. Data export was performed per test and according to the MA Generator requirements and contained the time of test results availability, analyzer identification and numerical value of the obtained result.

**MA QC optimization**

For MA QC optimization and validation the MA Generator application was used (www.huvaros.com, The Netherlands) (7). MA Generator incorporates the MA QC optimization method using bias detection curves and MA Validation charts as described by van Rossum and Kemperman (3,8). MA QC was investigated only for the mean calculation since our LIS (GLIMS, MIPS Gent Belgium) that is used for MA QC management only supports the mean calculation algorithm for MA QC. Next, bias detection curves were obtained and several variables for truncation limits (None, 1.5; 2.5 and 4.0 for INR and None, 50 and 100 for aPTT) and “window” (15, 20, 20, 40 and 50) were studied. Optimization focused on allowing most rapid detection of preferably all systematic errors. Therefore MA Generator was configured to study the error detection performance of systematic errors of −50%, −40%, −20%, −15%, −10%, −5%, −3%, −1%, 1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. The performance of the selected optimal MA QC was presented in MA Validation charts.

**Results**

**INR MA QC optimization and validation**

A selection of obtained bias detection curves for the INR are presented in Figure 1. From these curves it was concluded that a truncation limits was required when using mean calculations and that a MA QC using a truncation limit of 2.5 and calculating the mean of the last 20 included patient results was considered optimal for our setting. Both the MA QC graph as well as the MA validation chart of the selected optimal MA QC procedure are presented in Figure 2.

**aPTT MA QC investigations**

When studying MA QC for aPTT a shift in average aPTT
**Figure 1** Obtained bias detection curves for INR MA QC optimization. Lines represent median number of results needed for error detection obtained from the simulation analysis. UTL, upper truncation limit.

**Figure 2** Optimal INR MA QC. Upper: Obtained optimal INR MA QC. The y-axis presents the average MA QC value and the x-axis represent the sequential obtained MA QC number. This figure presents the structure of how the MA QC would have looked like when operated on the lab. Lower: INR MA QC Validation chart. Bars represent median number of results needed for error detection and error bars represent minimum and maximum number of results needed for error detection observed during the simulations.
values was noted (Figure 3A). When reviewing the data this was related to a reagent lot switch. At the time of this switch no significant change in quality control levels was noted (Figure 3B). For clearance of the new reagent lot a reagent comparison had been performed using 20 samples. Here an average difference of 1 second was observed which was considered acceptable. In the MA QC graph however the difference before and after the reagent switch seems to be significantly larger and the results obtained using the new reagent seem to be at least about 2 seconds higher. The 2 second shift was also on the longer term not clearly visible in the Levey-Jennings plot. Detection by internal QC was however potentially compromised by a change in QC materials as presented in the Levey-Jennings graph as presented by the new QC marks and alternative colored lines.

For the final optimization of the aPTT MA QC, only the results obtained after the reagent lot switch were used. A selection of the obtained bias detection curves are presented in Figure 4. The selected optimized aPTT MA QC is together with the MA Validation chart presented in Figure 5.

**Discussion**

In this study moving average quality control procedures for the INR and aPTT coagulation parameters are optimized to support the analytical quality assurance in an oncological hospital. For MA QC optimization, the online MA Generator application was used and optimization was based on recent INR and aPTT results obtained at the laboratory. Optimization included studying the MA QC patterns and comparison of MA QC error detection using bias detection curves. Finally MA validation charts of selected optimal MA QC procedures were obtained.

As for other laboratory specialties, also for coagulation testing proper quality assurance is of key importance. For coagulation diagnostics a large variation in internal QC practices have been identified but to our knowledge non used moving average or patient based real-time QC approaches to support analytical quality control (9). For several reasons MA QC might be an interesting option to include in QC plans of coagulation tests. The first is that for various coagulation tests, quality control material non-commutability is a relevant issue (10). By design MA QC has no commutability issue since it is based on true patient materials. Furthermore coagulation tests are known for its reagent lot to lot variations (11,12) and generally a more thorough verification procedure is required to allow acceptance and application of new reagent lots. To enable a more thorough and longitudinal insight in the effect of changing reagent lots MA QC might be of value. Based on these reasons we were interested in whether MA QC can
Figure 4 Obtained bias detection curves for aPTT MA QC optimization obtained from the simulation analysis. Lines represent median number of results needed for error detection. UTL, upper truncation limit.

Figure 5 Optimal aPTT MA QC. Upper: Obtained optimal aPTT MA QC. The y-axis presents the average MA QC value and the x-axis represent the sequential obtained MA QC number. This figure presents the structure of how the MA QC would have looked like when operated on the lab. Lower: aPTT MA QC Validation chart. Bars represent median results needed for error detection and error bars represent minimum and maximum number of results needed for error detection observed during the simulations.
support internal QC for quality assurance of the coagulation tests offered in our institute. Only the INR and aPTT were selected to be studied due to the low daily production of the coagulation tests available at our lab. For both, a MA QC would be desirable that enables real-time QC in between scheduled internal QC measurements as well as assuring longer-term test stability.

When studying MA QC for INR and APTT it was noted that for the aPTT MA QC a shift was observed in the training dataset of historical results. This shift was linked to a shift in reagent lot, an observation that was less clearly visible in the internal QC measurements. Furthermore a small reagent lot shift of about 1 second had been identified by the standard new reagent lot verification procedure. This was considered acceptable at that time. When reviewing the MA QC the shift seemed to be on average about 2 seconds with some variation, potentially also reflecting assay stability. Another complicating factor might have been that a little bit after the reagent lot shift new QC materials were applied complicating detection of analytical shifts. Alternatively the observed MA QC shift might reflect a change in patient populations for which an aPTT test was requested. However would have to coincide with the exact same time as the reagent lot change. The observed shift in MA QC, which did not trigger QC alarming and was not noticed by structural reviewing of the internal QC Levey-Jennings plot, illustrates that MA QC might support longer-term assay stability and is amongst others useful to detect shifts caused by reagent lot changes. Due to the shift in aPTT MA QC levels we choose to focus on the current MA QC level for further optimization and created a new aPTT MA Generator file consisting of only aPTT results obtained after the aPTT reagent lot shift.

Since our LIS supports only mean calculations we were forced to use truncation limits to enable relevant MA QC error detection for both aPTT and INR. The truncation limit selection was based on a trial and error approach using the bias detection curves as readout. Finally MA QC procedures were selected that in our view enabled the best combination of detecting positive as well as negative error and allowing both rapid detection of smaller systematic errors and detection of smaller systematic errors originating from longer-term analytical drift.

In conclusion the optimization and validation of MA QC is demonstrated for the aPTT and INR coagulation tests that resulted in relevant error detection performance. Furthermore an example of detecting relevant analytical drift by MA QC caused by a aPTT reagent lot change, not detected by alternative methods, is presented.
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